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LaCaille Center and Villages— Summary 

 

Primary Objectives: 

1. Master plan 37.5 acres as LaCaille Center and Villages and gondola base station 

site as defined in the proposal. Provide an alternate use as residential homesites. 

2. Request an amendment to the UDOT Feasibility Gondola Study and include that 

amendment as part of their Little Cottonwood Environmental Impact Study 

3. Provide a preservation plan for: the property that could be used as the Gondola 

base station and; the sensitive natural and landscaped areas of LaCaille 

Ownership and Management: 

 CW Management Corporation manager of Quail Run Development LLC (QRD) 

Master Plan: 

 LaCaille Restaurant and preserve its adjacent manicured grounds  

 Re-construct LaCaille Winery into a gathering place for wine tasting, meetings, 

retails sales, etc. 

 Chateau Building preserved as a second restaurant, office building, meetings 

space, event center or even just a single family residence. 

 Boutique Hotel: Seventy-five room hotel and extension of LaCaille restaurant 

The Villages of LaCaille: 

 Monte Cristo Village—PUD clustered housing and gated, preserving the vineyards 

and LaCaille grounds with no access into or out of LaCaille Center. 

 Superior Peak— Phase I is a PUD clustered housing and gated with access from 

new LaCaille Parkway road. Phase II seven homesites or the gondola base station 

 

 



 

LaCaille  

Note: The LaCaille Master Plan is not dependent upon the Gondola being constructed on this 

site. Superior Peak Phase II (3 year estimate) will not be constructed until the LCC Gondola 

decision is made and if its not chosen it will be sold as individual lots as depicted above. 



 

LaCaille  

Note: The LaCaille Master Plan as shown above incorporates the seven building lots as an al-

ternate use for the Gondola base station and parking garage. 



 

LaCaille  

Rendering is based upon a European design looking along existing brick road 

LaCaille is in the background 



 

LaCaille  

Preservation of the areas natural and 

landscaped beauty and providing a 

site for the gondola base station and 

its alternate use is the objective. 



 

Gondola Feas ib il ity  Study  

Proposal uses information from UDOT studies released as recently as June 2020. 



 

Transportation Options Under Consideration: 

Road widening with more vehicles and busses; 

 Does not solve all the LCC transportation and other problems  

 $493 million in costs 

  Short term solution with a shorter life cycle 

 Snow sheds expected to cost $79 million  

 Snow Sheds only resolve three of the known 64 avalanche paths.  

 Buses only have 1/3 of the life span as compared a Gondola. 

Gondola; 

 Carbon neutral in canyon, electric and clean   

 Least physical footprint in canyon with tower spans as much as 5,000 

feet  

 Provides a secondary emergency egress that is NOT impacted by can-

yon avalanches  

 Protects the watershed and canyons health by reducing vehicle use 

 Provides a mechanism to control human capacity if needed   

 No canyon road improvements needed  

 On-site public parking (LaCaille Base Station option only) 

 Provides an experiential enhancement for the visitors. 



 

The 3S Gondola would safely travel above ALL 64 known avalanche paths in Little Cotton-

wood Canyon—probably the best reason to choose the Gondola over the other surface 

transportation option. 

 

Map provided by UDOT 



 

Gondola information 

Doppelmayr 3S Gondola 

has a 28 passenger car, 

is ADA accessible and 

provides an experiential 

enhancement to the 

visitor.  

Travels above the 64 known  

avalanche paths in LCC. 



 

LCC  Gondola  

Al ignment Map  

 



 

Proposed Uta  97 3  trans it  routes  

Proposed route would use 15 buses from each station and travel in a loop. As a result 

of the dedicated bus only lanes at the LaCaille Station and its right off and right on ac-

cess to Highway 210,  traffic would be less congested than other proposed options. 



 

Gondola—LaCaille  Base  Stat ion  

And intermodal hub De s ign  

Note: This is part of the regional transportation network allowing visitors to arrive 

up canyon from various locations without using an automobile. 



 

LaCaille  Bas e  Stat ion  

Top: Front entrance of LaCaille Base Station (looking west) 

Bottom: Base Station and Little Cottonwood Road (looking north) 



 

LaCaille  Bas e  Stat ion -  Parking  structure  

Above: Parking garage looking from west to east.  CCR’s in Superior Peak Village will disclose future parking 

garage and gondola to homebuyers before purchasing the home. 

Middle: Base Station looking east to west. Note that the parking garage is built at-grade with Little Cotton-

wood Road (Highway 210) 

Below: Elevated view looking north along North Little Cottonwood Road with escalator building and tunnel 

under North Little Cottonwood Road on left. 



 

LaCaille  Bas e  Stat ion -  Parking  structure  

Above: Parking  garage—level one 

Bottom:  Parking garage—level two 



 

Little Cottonwood - LaCaille Station Parking and Gondola Passenger Analysis 

For Discussion Purposes Only - June 17, 2020 

Bus Transit Hourly PPB TPH (both routes) PPH Peak Period 

UTA Busses 

(Proposed 973 42 30 1260 3780 

UTA Articulated 60 30 1800 5400 

          

Other LaCaille Station Stalls Passengers Per Day Peak Periods 

LaCaille Station 1364 1.9 3240 3240 

Short Term Parking 171 1.9 650 650 

Drop Off Only 11 2 660 1320 

Total 1546 Per Hour: 1736 5209 

Estimated LaCaille Station Peak Period Passengers  (3 hours) for Gondola Use: 10609 

          

Estimated LaCaille Station to LCC Passengers on Gondola (Per Hour) Capacity: 3536 

Notes:   

1. The Gondola, in concert with in-canyon vehicle tolling, can be used to limit the number of 

daily visitors.  When the Canyon reaches its “human capacity” management simply doesn’t 

load new passengers until the human population decreases to the acceptable level.  



 

Why LaCaille Base Station? 

 More efficient UTA route (973) with right on-off dedicated 

bus accesses to minimize canyon road congestion 

 Gondola station alignment minimizes crossing over the 

top of private property and stays out of wilderness areas 

 Protects watershed in LCC by decreasing number of  pri-

vate vehicles and all busses 

 QRD will incorporate disclosures into its CCR’s for new 

residents/homes as to the Base Station and Gondola, if 

applicable. Some adjacent residents are endorsing the 

LaCaille Station plan. 

 LaCaille Station is less distractive location versus present 

UDOT Scenario 3B gondola and bus drop-off location at 

the mouth of LCC 

 The parking garage provides a needed stalls and is at or 

below grade and west of Highway 210 

 LaCaille Parkway to be signalized curtailing traffic con-

gestion and providing better access for area residents 

 Parking at the LaCaille Station is the shortest route to 

Snowbird (28 minutes) and Alta (37 minutes) 

 



 

Notable quotes: 

 

“When the conversation of a gondola came up, I was skeptical.  But after seeing 

this idea, I am a believer”  

_______________________ 

“I love this concept” 

______________________ 

“A transportation solution for Little Cottonwood Canyon is a generational decision. 

We must support the Gondola option to preserve the Canyon for generations” 

_______________________ 

“Outstanding”  

_____________________ 

“ This Gondola idea resolves all of the major issues facing the Canyon today—

water, traffic, access and preservation, who is going to object” 

_____________________ 

“ The Gondola will provide experiential enhancement to the Canyon” 

______________________ 

“Love the Gondola!” 

______________________ 

“There are a thousand wins here” 

______________________ 

“I am 100% on board with this project” 



 

Conclusion 

Quality of Life:  

 Most cost effective solution considering the life cycles of both options  

 The least invasive physical footprint of the options being studied 

 Eliminates canyon ingress/egress closures due to avalanche and natural 

disasters 

 Only option to provide an on-going canyon secondary emergency egress 

 Ability to control human capacity in canyon, if and when needed 

 Provides an experiential enhancement to the visitors of the canyon by 

comparison to a bus transport 

Healthy Solutions: 

 In canyon carbon neutral system with positive impacts to watershed 

 Reduces vehicles and emissions providing air quality benefits and a 

healthier canyon 

 Completion of a regional transportation solution—airport to Alta 

 No new canyon road construction and road widening required 

Major Land Preservation Initiative: 

 If the Gondola is chosen to resolve the canyon transportation prob-

lem, Snowbird is considering preserving over 1,000 acres of its 

private lands in Superior, Flagstaff Mountain Toledo Bowl and 

Cardiff  through a conservation easement eliminating mechanized 

over the snow systems in these areas (see attached Snowbird letter) 



 



 


